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Developed by BauTeam and made in Germany with strict quality criteria which used only 
components sourced from the finest European suppliers, BT45 kitchens are the result of what 
happens when superior materials and planning solutions unite. BT45 kitchens are furnished 
with a full set of sophisticated accessories made of black oak and set in a matte black finish. 
This luxury accessory set is designed and made in Germany with style and substance, 
ensuring that BT45 kitchens are never overlooked. 
 
Open your mind to the design symphony of seamless and impeccable form, quality and 
materials that is BT45. With technical elegance and meticulously crafted details, Bt45 is the 
result when design and quality fit smoothly together with technology and innovation.



BT45 XS
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The dialogue between the dark front, seen here in Ceramic Basalt Gray effect, and genuine black leather produce an atmosphere reminiscent of a chic bar - particularly, the automated roller shutter “climber” at the 
bar and pocket door system which houses the BT45 coffee serving base unit. The Mile oven, coffee machine, and backlit shelf element perfectly underscore this impression just as the seamless island that emphasizes 
the horizontal axis with deliberately chosen Basalt Gray worktop adds character, reinforcing the solid look. The finely marbled and genuine black leather surface presents a tone of exclusivity and quality. Of course, 
BT45 accessories complete the kitchen! The internal drawers preserve the calm look of the front panel architecture. The light-footed cooking counter and PITT cooktop with its ceramic worktop provide the perfect 
workstation for gourmands with the penchant for things that are different.
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Genuine Black Leather Basalt Black Stone
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BT45 CG
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Monolithic and absolutely sublime – this generously sized kitchen block in Nero Marquina marble with its straight size defines the room in a timeless manner. It is a clear statement for a kitchen that becomes a 
workshop for every aspect of indulgence and enjoyment. The arrangement provides numerous benefits for professional chefs. This intelligent pocket door system which is used as storage for small cooking appliances 
is a particularly practical to keep items from view while the legendary glass roller shutter “Climber”, full size fridge and freezer units all combine and arranged perfectly, creating a freestanding Beton wall. A natural 
style gray concrete front appears to have been hewn from a single block – add to this the perfectly tailored complete inserts for drawers and pull-outs and now you’re cooking with friends.
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Beton
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Nero Marquina
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BT45 G+
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The elegant graining of the M+L Smoked French Oak veneer with its aesthetic appeal which, although understated, still makes a clear statement and turns this BT45 kitchen into a piece that is nothing short of 
exceptional. The contract of White Quartzite and smoked glass doors with brushed stainless-steel frame lends memorable impact with its intentional contract. Continuing this theme, the minimalist cooking table and 
hidden cooktop pay a central part in the kitchen’s architecture. Matching it, the 45-degree mitered edge panel, front and counter system combine function and flatters the kitchen. The base units, with their extra low 
plinth of only 2 cm, as well as the interior drawers with integrated lighting compliment the kitchen uniformly. 
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M+L French oak
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BT45 PH
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The original charm of a kitchen, the feeling of coming home, the sense of refuge and the scent of tasty meals – the best place to experience all this is in a kitchen built with Premium American Walnut – the aura of 
this Premium, soft, warm wood and its resinous fragrance creates a natural primitiveness with its own very special homely charm. Virtually no other surface finish symbolizes such perfection and is perceived as being 
so representative. It is instinctively in combination and attractively contrasts with the natural roughness and perfection of island crafted flawlessly with 45 degree edges in Carrara marble. The full effect of natural 
mood and a calming room climate unfolds in a spaciousness matching the modern alpine architecture which attaches greater value to natural materials. The architecture of the kitchen is also impressive, reduced to 
just a handful of elements. The freestanding cooking island in front of a row of tall units with panels that blend harmoniously with the wall.
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Premium American WalnutCarrara
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TAILOR MADE
Made in Germany with strict quality control standards using components sourced form the best European suppliers, 

BT45 kitchens are the result of what happens when superior materials and planning solutions unite.
 

THE EXPERTS
BT45’s kitchen designers bring the very highest levels of experience, expertise and professionalism to their work and are 

proud to uphold these standards across every project.
 

ELEGANCE
Beautiful finishes, such as bronzed glass, mirror, marble and tactile wood veneers bring texture and luxury to your kitchen.
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German made with unsurpassed technology

Since 1921, our kitchens have been telling 
the story of creativity and German design 
which are forever tied to innovation  and 
quality. All components are manufactured and 
fully assembled in Germany to exacting 
standards using laser-scanning technology. 
This gives our team complete confidence that 
we are delivering superior workmanship that 
you are unlikely to find from local joiners. 
Attention to detail, the finest materials and 
design innovation all work seamlessly together 
to give life to an exclusive German tailored 
kitchen. It’s not just about realizing beautiful 
aesthetics, Tailored kitchens provide reliability 
and peace-of-mind For a long-lasting kitchen 
in your home.
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